This week's Nook activity is here! Pick up a printed copy outside of the OHP or swipe through our IG/FB story to learn more!
Mindfulness can sometimes be a daunting word, especially during midterms. But, did you know that mindfulness can be as simple as drawing your breath?

Engaging with your breath can anchor you in the present moment and focus on your body cues. These practices are crucial parts of distress tolerance and anxiety management.

Drawing your breath is an accessible and quick mindfulness activity that can be repeated as needed. Slowly making marks with your writing tool while paying attention on the breath and thoughts (without judgment) is extremely helpful to relax and destress.

So what are you waiting for? Pick up a paper, pen, and an activity guide and get started!
Grab a pen or pencil and place it on your paper. Close your eyes. Bring your attention to your breath. Allow the breath to dictate where you draw. Try different line styles to mimic different breath patterns.

Open your eyes, look at your paper, notice the patterns.

Close your eyes again. Before you let the pen or pencil do anything, take a couple of deep breaths. Keep with this deep breathing and bring your pen or pencil to the paper, allowing the breath to guide the stroke. Draw for as long as you need to.

Open your eyes, look at your paper, notice.

Breathe